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In Qing Dynasty, the county magistrate was in charge of all the public 
functions of the local government. In terms of judicial functions, the magistrate 
plays the dual role of mediation and magistrate, in the exercise of judicial 
functions of self prosecution cases. Facing specific judicial practice in ancient 
China, as there was no independent civil code, only partially fragmented civil 
legal norms, but the public had a wide range of trivia interest demands, the 
magistrate, who at the trial rely solely on the law of the land, was clearly 
insufficient to cope with the complex civil disputes, so it is logical that the 
magistrate select heavenly principles and human sympathy as judicial basis, 
thus forming the multiple basis of dispute resolution. The author believes that 
there is no conflict among the law of the land heavenly principles and human 
sympathy, on the contrary, they have a high degree of homogeneity, abiding by 
ceremony order is their root causes. In other words, diverse judicial basis is 
under the control of ceremony order. The author tried to introduce the so -called 
concept of “ideal ingredient” by Pond. As far as I am concerned, we can treat 
the maintenance of order on ethics as the core as the “ideal ingredient” of 
Chinese Ancient Law. It is also the ideal that ancient Chinese state and society 
pursued. In fact, As a judge, the magistrate is the defenders and suitors of the 
ideal, in judicial practice, especially the state of in the absence of appropriate 
legal norms, the magistrate trial registration basis is only an optional choice, 
which he made to keep ceremony order. The social ideal of “morality and law 
order” was into their sight and affect or determine their understanding to legal 
basis, the release of the significance of the case facts, as well as the technology 
that the basis applies to the legal facts. 
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① 关于美日学者在这场会议中各自所持的论点介绍，可参见： 
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